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ABSTRACT
The ROSETTA spacecraft incorporates two deployable
booms whose function is to place five sensors of the
Rosetta Plasma Consortium (RPC) far from the
spacecraft to minimize the disturbance created by the
spacecraft electromagnetic field.
In spite of the different types of deployable booms
already produced, the particularities of the ROSETTA
mission and the more demanding system requirements
present new challenges leading to the improvement of
the deployable boom design.

The final design of any mechanism is always the result
of a fine tuning around a preliminary concept. This
refining process is driven by the system requirements
that are applicable and extensible to the mechanism
under design and development.
That is the reason why in any mechanism description is
unavoidable an overview of the main design
requirements. The most relevant requirements will be
depicted together with the description of the
corresponding design area.

The paper tries to describe the evolution since the
definition phase of the mechanisms through the system
requirements, up to the final concept and later
production and testing, outlining the major novelties of
the solutions adopted.
Keywords: deployable boom, deployment mechanism,
hold down and release mechanism.
1. INTRODUCTION
The ROSETTA spacecraft incorporates two deployable
booms, named Upper Payload Boom (UPB) and Lower
Payload Boom (LPB), which are mounted on the –X
panel of the platform. Their function is to place five
sensors of the Rosetta Plasma Consortium (RPC) far
from the spacecraft to minimize the disturbance created
by the spacecraft electromagnetic field.
The UPB carries the Mutual Impedance Probe (MIP)
and one Langmuir Probe (LAP 1) whilst the LPB
includes also one Langmuir Probe (LAP 2) and the two
Fluxgate Magnetometers (MAG’s).
Each boom remains in stowed configuration during the
launch phase by the action of a Hold Down and Release
Mechanism (HRM). Once in-orbit the booms shall be
released and deployed at an early stage, during the
Commissioning Phase.
This paper tries to describe the design of the
mechanisms and the structural elements required to
accomplish the previous functions.

Figure 1, Booms on the ROSETTA spacecraft
2. DESIGN DESCRIPTION
Each deployable boom is a single arm rigid boom
composed by the following main assemblies:
•

boom structure

•
•
•
•

deployment mechanism
hold down and release mechanism
harness and accessories
thermal hardware

One of the objectives during the design process was to
achieve the maximum commonality between both
booms. In principle, only the following differences were
identified:
•

boom length (1345 mm for the LPB and 2295 mm
for the UPB).

•

deployment angle (99.5° for the LPB and 171.8° for
the UPB).

•

mechanical interfaces with the sensors to be
mounted on each boom.

the other hand, the temperature of the interface panel
ranges from -40°C to +60°C.
Although the use of an aluminium tube could induce to
think of a thermoelastic compatibility with the platform
aluminium honeycomb, the significant difference
between the temperatures of both items makes more
adequate the use of CFRP tube. In that case only the
thermal expansion of the platform panel from room
temperature has to be considered.
This thermal expansion has been accommodated with
the design of the hold down support making it relatively
“flexible” in the boom direction. It is capable of
deflecting more than 4 mm.

These differences were easily accommodated with
simple modifications introduced in the respective
assemblies. Therefore, the design description of the
main assemblies is valid for both booms.
2.1 Boom structure
The function of the boom structure is to support the
sensors and their associated harnesses, in the stowed
and the deployed configurations, providing the required
strength and stiffness.
The main constituent of the structure is a Carbon Fibre
Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) tube with titanium alloy
fittings bonded at both ends.
In the stowed configuration the boom end fittings are
connected to the satellite panel through two titanium
supports (the hinge support and the hold down support).
The large distance between the two supports makes the
thermo-elastic case relevant for the design of the boom
structure. Initially, a trade-off between the two
following options was considered:
•

tube made of aluminium, matching the coefficient
of thermal expansion of the spacecraft platform
structure.

•

tube made of CFRP with almost null coefficient of
thermal expansion.

The boom is considered from the thermal
accommodation point of view as an external item to be
individually controlled. This, additionally, means that
the equipment has to be thermally decoupled from the
spacecraft. The main implication is the extreme range of
temperatures expected on the boom in the stowed
configuration (from -162°C to +54°C), even taken into
account the installation of thermal control hardware. On

Figure 2, Booms in stowed configuration
In the deployed configuration the boom is maintained in
cantilever configuration by the action of a latching
system and connected to the satellite panel through the
hinge support.

Figure 3, Boom in deployed configuration

Additional advantages of the CFRP tube are the
strength, stiffness and low mass density.
The tubes are manufactured by filament winding with
wet impregnation. The fibres and the resin system as
well as the lay up were initially selected to take
advantage of the existing heritage (in design,
manufacturing and testing) from other programs (in
particular from CLUSTER Booms). That was also the
case of the materials and design of the bonded joint, on
which a lot of experience was obtained through an
extensive testing campaign. Final analysis and tests for
the ROSETTA Booms demonstrated the suitability of
this option.

•

Controlled and very low deployment speed, leading
to a smooth deployment and almost negligible end
of deployment shock load.

•

No control electronics are required. Direct
compatibility with the S/C DC voltage power
supply.

•

Provides high output rated torque, which is needed
to demonstrate the required motorization margin on
top of the factorized hinge resistive torques.

•

Reduced mass.

The most critical item for the strength verification were
the bonded joints. The worst load case identified for the
bonded joints occurred in stowed configuration due to
the thermal expansion of the aluminium honeycomb
panel of the spacecraft and at cold temperature. Bonded
joint test samples were manufactured and tested.
The test consisted in 10 thermal cycles between -196°C
and +125°C followed by a tensile test up to rupture load
at -165°C. The results are shown in the next table.
Sample
1
2
3

Tensile
strength
[kN]
43.6
44.6
46.5

Mean

Standard
deviation

44.9

1.5

Figure 4, Deployment mechanism

The requirement of magnetic cleanliness was also born
in mind to select the appropriate materials.

The Motor Gear Unit (MGU) was developed and
qualified by MBB in the early nineties for operation as a
deployment unit for deployable solar arrays or antennas.
The MGU assembly comprises the following main
elements:

2.2 Deployment mechanism

•

two redundant brush motors.

•

the output shaft of each motor is connected to one
planetary gearhead composed by three stages.

•

the output shafts of the two gearheads are
connected to one differential system based on
planetary gears.

•

the output of the differential gear is connected to a
worm reduction gear.

•

the wheel provides twin shaft exits through spline
fittings.

Table 1, Bonded joint test samples

The deployment mechanism is integrated by the
following items:
•
•
•
•
•

actuator
hinge
flexible coupling
latching system
position switches

Actuator
The deployment mechanism is actuated by means of the
Motor Gear Unit (MGU). The selection of this system
was the outcome of a trade-off among several options
typically used for deployment mechanisms. The main
advantages of this solution are:

The differential system permits the MGU to be operated
with the two motors simultaneously providing the rated
torque and the rated speed. In case of only one motor
powered (even if the other motor or gear has failed) the
output torque is still as rated but the output speed is
halved.

A scheme of the principal elements is shown in the next
figure.

Hinge
The hinge is composed of two journal bearings rotating
on two titanium alloy shafts. The self lubricated
AMPEP lined bearings exhibit low friction coefficient,
very high bearing strength to weight ratio and wide
operational temperature range.
Flexible coupling

Figure 5, Motor Gear Unit functional scheme

The MGU output shaft is connected to the boom hinge
fitting by means of two flexible couplings. They act like
torsion springs, allowing relative rotation between the
motor output shaft and the boom during the deployment
in case there is an external resistive torque. Additionally
they decouple structurally the boom and the MGU
output shaft in the remaining degrees of freedom. The
loads generated during the launch environment will be
transferred directly through the bearing system.
The flexible coupling has been specially designed for
this mechanism to provide a compact arrangement,
compatible with the mechanical interfaces and with an
easy assembly operation. The system combines the
following elements:

Figure 6, Motor Gear Unit
One of the concerns when using brushed DC motors for
space is the behaviour of the contact between the
brushes and the commutator. This motor gear unit has
demonstrated a useful life of 1000 deployment cycles
(one cycle being 90° in clockwise direction and 90° in
counter clockwise) under ambient conditions and 50
cycles under thermal vacuum conditions after a storage
of 5 years.

•

two identical coils made of titanium alloy. In the
assembled configuration, one is rotated 180 degrees
with respect to the other.

•

both coils are bolted to same part, that on the other
side fits to the spline fitting of the MGU output
shaft.

•

another part, which is fastened to the hinge fitting,
provides two keyways that fit at each coil end.

The MGU main performances, as defined in its design
specification, are depicted in the following table.
Parameter
Supply voltage
Current at rated torque
Mass
Speed: One motor powered
Two motors powered
Rated torque
Static load capability without
damage (motors unpowered)
Backlash (under a reversing
load of 42 Nm)
Operating and non-operating
temperature range

Value
19 ÷ 29 V
0.16 A
580 g
0.03 ÷ 0.1 rpm
0.06 ÷ 0.2 rpm
22 Nm
42 Nm
6°
-50° C ÷ +70°C

Figure 7, Motor Gear Unit performances

Figure 8, Flexible coupling

All these parts are obtained from a machining process in
titanium alloy.

•

The assembly is completed with one lever arm (made of
aluminium alloy) rotating with the motor shaft. This
lever arm is used to activate the corresponding
microswitch.

the boom is released from its hold down and release
mechanism by pyrotechnic actuation of the
separation nut.

•

when the 28 DC voltage is supplied to one of the
motors (main or redundant), the MGU output shaft
will start rotating driving the boom via the flexible
couplings. External torques will induce a relative
rotation of the boom with respect to the MGU
output shaft, and consequently a preload in the
flexible coupling will be installed.

Latching system

•

The system requirements impose a positive locking of
the boom in the deployed position. The locking function
is performed by the action of a CuBe2 leaf spring that in
the last few degrees of the deployment range
overcomes, by bending deflection a titanium cam in
which engages. The deployed position is fixed when the
end stop screws contact to the end stop plate. Leaf
spring final position is slightly deflected in order to
avoid any backlash and to provide the sufficient bending
load to survive the shock/operating loads components in
that direction.

in the last few degrees of the deployment the
latching system initiates its operation. The leaf
spring engages on the latch cam and afterwards the
end stop screws contact to the end stop plate. After
that, the boom gets positive locked in the deployed
position.

•

the motor continues rotating and, because the boom
is latched, the torsional deflection of the flexible
couplings will increase. This rotation is followed by
the lever arms, which, finally contacts the
microswitches.

•

when the signal of the first microswitch activated is
detected, the motor power shall be cut-off.

Each flexible coupling is calculated to withstand a
maximum deflection of 22° under a torque load of
12 Nm.

There are two special features of this deployment
mechanism:

Figure 9, Latching system
Position switches
Two redundant microswitches Honeywell 11HM30REL-PGM/JS-249 are installed in the fixed part of the
deployment mechanism to detect the boom deployed
position.
Deployment strategy
The deployment operation of the boom involve the
following sequence:

•

the boom gets always locked, in the deployed
position, before the microswitches are activated
(even under the maximum expected resistive
torque) and consequently before the motor power is
cut-off. This removes the uncertainty with respect
to the exact position where the microswitch signal
is provided (in the order of three degrees).

•

it is guaranteed that the stalled condition in the
MGU can never occur under the maximum
expected external torque. The signals of the
microswitches are always detected, and therefore
motor power can be cut-off, before the MGU could
enter in the stalling condition. In that way the MGU
is protected from being damaged due to this cause.

2.3 Hold down and release mechanism
The boom is maintained in the stowed configuration by
means of a preloaded joint that restrains the six degrees
of freedom. The joint is formed by the contact between
three protruding hemispheres machined on the boom
fitting and their counterparts, Vespel pads bonded on
the upper plate of the hold down support.
The joint is preloaded by the combination of a
pyrotechnic separation nut and a titanium bolt M8 size.

The hold down support features three titanium blades
arranged to allow relative displacement between the
spacecraft attachment panel and the boom along its
centreline direction.

deployment mechanism and its diameter is compatible
with the minimum bending radius allowable for the
harnesses. This arrangement reduces greatly the
resistive torque generated by the harnesses and
accommodates the high deployment range required,
almost 180°.

Figure 11, Deployment mechanism with cable drum
3. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The final performances of the booms are summarized in
the next table.

Figure 10, Hold down joint
The HRM release device is the Hi-Shear´s low shock
Separation Nut SN9422-M8, with two PC23/PC154-28
Initiator/Booster Cartridges, on which a M8 Titanium
bolt is engaged.
After firing of the initiators, the bolt is released. To
avoid its interference to the hold down support during
the deployment operation, a pyro-bolt pull out system
has been implemented on the mechanism.
This system basically consists on a spring, which is
compressed before the release, and that after release
pulls the bolt out of the hold down support and keeps it
within the hold down fitting. At the end of the stroke,
the bolt impacts a plastic end stop which damps the
shock.
2.4 Harness and accessories
The experiment harnesses are routed along the boom
and fixed to it. In the hinge area the harnesses are
wound around a drum, in a parallel configuration, about
1.5 turns. The drum is fastened to the fixed part of the

Parameter
Dimensions: Length
Height
Mass (sensors + harness)
Boom mass
Stiffness: Stowed
Deployed
Deployment range
Motor torque
Deployment speed
End of deployment shock
load

LPB
UPB
1345 mm
2295 mm
140 mm
140 mm
332 g
697 g
4972 g
5350 g
121 Hz
107 Hz
9.5 Hz
3.8 Hz
99.5°
171.8°
22 Nm
0.38 °/s
< 8 Nm

Table 2, Performance characteristics
4. QUALIFICATION CAMPAIGN
The qualification was performed on one of the two
booms. Based on the results of the different analyses
(functional, thermal, thermoelastic, stress and stiffness)
it was decided that the worst case was represented by
the Upper Payload Boom.
The UPB QM was submitted to an exhaustive test
campaign according to the test sequence depicted in the

flowchart. The approach includes the tests performed at
component level and on the complete boom.
The following paragraphs describe the most outstanding
results of this test campaign.
MGU

CFRP tube

Electrical tests

Stiffness test

Functional
performance
tests

Bonded joints

Pyrotechnic
separation nut

Lot acceptance tests

Random
vibration

Proof load test

Figure 13, Functional test

Electrical tests

Deployable boom
Functional
performance
tests

Physical and
electrical tests

Functional test
Thermal vacuum
- Thermal cycling
- Functional performance at
maximum and minimum
operational temperatures

Electrical tests

Functional
performance
tests

On ground lifetime
test
Vibration test
- resonance survey
- sine
- random

Functional test

Thermal vacuum (at deployment
mechanism level)
- Resistive torque at maximum and minimum
temperatures
- Thermal cycling
- Functional performance test
- In orbit lifetime test

Functional test

Figure 12, Qualification test sequence
4.1 Functional test

4.2 Vibrations
The vibration testing included sine and random
excitation apart from the resonance survey for
eigenfrequencies determination.
Due to the large distance between the two boom
supports (interfacing to the S/C platform), a big
vibration table (square of 2.1 m side) was needed to
support the boom in a nearly hardmounted manner.
Being the boom a relatively light mass equipment, two
shakers were to be connected to the table in push-pull
configuration to reach the high vibration levels required.
The vibration test adaptor was designed to vibrate the
boom on the same vibration table and along the three
axes, just by rotating the adaptor adequately.
The sine vibration was undertaken successfully up to
100 Hz at the required levels (24 g maximum
acceleration). In the range up to 150 Hz, however,
notching was required at the fundamental
eigenfrequency due to the very high amplifications
detected.

The purpose of this test is to demonstrate the boom
capability to comply with the functional requirements.
The main objectives are:
•

hinge resistive torque measurement (including the
contributions of the bearings, the harness and the
latching system), at ambient conditions.

•

boom stiffness in deployed configuration by
detection of its eigenfrequency.

•

simulation of the complete operation including
deployment, latching and motor power cut-off after
detection of the position switches signal. This test
determines the kinematic variables and the end of
deployment shock load.

Figure 14, Centre tube transfer function
The random vibration test was run from 20 to 2000 Hz.
The input power spectral density was notched in the
fundamental global resonant frequencies in order not to

exceed the loads induced by the quasistatic loads. Input
up to 13.5 grms was introduced, with a maximum
output of 252 grms (3σ) at the tube centre.

•

eight thermal cycles between the maximum and
minimum temperatures expected on the mechanism
before deployment.

•

check the correct function of the thermal control
hardware (heaters, thermistors and thermostats).

•

perform a life test in vacuum, at low temperature,
consisting on 10 deployments and retractions.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 15, Vibration test
4.3 Thermal vacuum test
To perform a TV test, followed by a functional
performance test, on the complete boom would require
the use of a very big vacuum chamber
In order to avoid this expensive test a different approach
was considered. As the hold down is based on elastic
blades, the thermoelastic behaviour of the boom could
be simply reproduced by analysis. Test samples of the
tube plus bonded joint were submitted to thermal
cycling and ultimate strength. Finally, the HRM could
be qualified by similarity with other mechanisms
previously tested.

In spite of the different types of deployable booms
already produced, the particularities of the ROSETTA
mission and the more demanding system requirements
has led to the improvement of the deployable boom
design.
The structural design has been optimized to obtain a
light, rigid and robust boom. But on the other hand the
introduction of a flexible hold down improves its
thermoelastic behaviour, to make it compatible with any
spacecraft platform structure.
The deployment mechanism exhibits very high motor
torque whereas the boom deploys at low speed and
smoothly, reducing at the maximum the dynamic
disturbances induced on the spacecraft. The positive
locking condition at the deployed position is always
guaranteed, disregarding the inaccuracy of the position
switches and without the motor entering in the stalled
condition.
The assembly is completed with a well proven and
reliable design for the Hold Down and Release
Mechanism.
The boom has been submitted to an exhaustive
qualification campaign that has confirmed the validity
of the design to fulfil the mission requirements.

Figure 16, TV test
As a result it was decided to submit to a TV test the
deployment mechanism, which is the most sensitive part
of the boom. The following test objectives were
achieved:
•

measurement of the hinge resistive torque
(including bearings and harness) at the lowest
operational temperature.
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